uttered the words "Bhanda! Bhanda!" meaning "welldone! Well done! It was beca
of this exclamation of Brahma that the Danava came to be known as "Bhandasu
Lord Shiva gave him also other celestial weapons of great prowess, and vanisi
By the power of Mantra, Bhandasura created two powerful brothers for him
from his two shoulders: From his right shoulder emanated "Visukra" of fiery e
equal unto Sukracharya in genius and sagacity; from the left shoulder ar
"Vishanga" the worldly wise, full of great energy. With these two brothers on ei1
side of him, Bhandasura looked like Maha Moha conjoined with Sin and Gre
With the power of Mantra were born many more danavas with skinny bodies ha\
deep-socketed eyes, hollow cheeks, prominent gullets crooked faces, with sh
long and fearful teeth, and with ups and downs all over. These many drfna
collectively acquired and formed three thousand akshouhinis (each akshoul
consisting of 21,870 chariots, same number of elephants, 65,610 horses <
1,09,350 infantry). All the asuras, danavas and rakshasas joined together un
the banner of Bhandasura and, building a large capital city in the name of Sunya
nagara, crowned him as their King and Ruler. At that moment jackals yelled In
directions; the sky turned grey and ashy in colour and rained blood; meteors be{
to strike the earth, creating earthquakes and causing fire and destruction ail arou
With these many fore-bodings of evil, the minds of devatas also became very (
and impure indeed.
Stationed in his Sunyaka-Nagar on the east coast near Mahendradri, with w
roads, and buildings enclosing a vast area protected by chariots, elephants, hors
and infantry, Bhandasura reigned supreme while his foes never dared even to Ic
upon him or his city. Thus established, Bhandasura created for himself a sister v^
was to bring forth very powerful nephews to support him. He also took for hims
five queens to propagate his race; and their names are: Priya-darsini, Sammohl
Chitrangi, Kumudhini and Sundari. Bhandasura, together with his kith and kin a
all his subjects, adored Lord Shiva and worshipped him daily morning, noon a
night. Regular Yagas were performed for Lord Shiva in every home of Sunyal
nagara; and this sadachara of theirs was a veritable shield guarding them and yieldi
them all the necessary strength and energy, so mush so that they waxed stronc
and stronger day by day. They also studied the Vedas and the Shastras, h<
discussions and gleaned their secrets.
One day Bhandasura held a conference with his two brothers and spoke
them thus "0 ye my brothers! Forget not that we have very powerful and cunni
foes waiting to gain by our weaknesses. They are occupants of Svarga-Loka a
have many powerful weapons at their disposal. Our first duty is to subdue them
sucking up the Rasa (fluids) in their bodies. Indra who rules the three worlds is s
powerful and prosperous, but the times are now in our favour. Is not Kama De
dead to the three worlds? Indra was ever using him against the danavas. Due
Madana's domination, passion and lust held sway over all the asuras. Before t
devas can think of bringing Kandarpa back to life, let us dry up their life-Juices
that their energies will ebb! I will enter Deva-Loka with one thousand akshouhir
and play havoc there; you, Visukra, take another thousand akshouhinis and cai
out your mission on the face of this earth; and you, Vishanga, t^ke the remain!

